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this paper embraces the distributive approach adopted in the literature on economic deprivation and poverty. In addition to developing several measures, this paper explores the welfare
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1. Introduction
The analysis of segregation has played an important role in studies conducted over
decades by sociologists and economists concerned about the consequences of a low
level of integration in society for the demographic groups that suffer it. Most
segregation studies quantify the unevenness of the distribution of a demographic group
across organizational units (occupations, schools, neighborhoods, etc.) with respect to
those of other groups. But to explore the effects of segregation, one should move
beyond the measurement of unevenness to approach a different concept, that of wellbeing. For example, in the context of occupational segregation, the concentration of a
group in a few occupations may bring it advantages or disadvantages depending on
whether those occupations are highly or low paid. Therefore, a question of interest is:
what are the consequences of segregation in terms of welfare? This was precisely the
question raised by François Bourguignon in a plenary session of the fourth meeting of
the Society for the Study of Economic Inequality (ECINEQ) that took place in Catania,
Italy, in 2011.
The literature on segregation, however, has barely paid attention to the link between
segregation and well-being. The literature does offer a number of measures that allow
quantifying overall segregation either in an economy with only two demographic groups
or in a multigroup context (Duncan and Duncan, 1955; Silber, 1992; Frankel and Volij,
2011; see Silber, 2012, for a recent survey). There are even a few proposals that
measure unevenness while accounting for the status or “quality” of organizational units,
but they measure segregation, not the social welfare associated with that situation.1 The
goal of this paper is precisely to fill this gap by defining a new concept, the welfare loss
that the whole society derives from the segregation of the demographic groups that
comprise it. It offers a setup within which this phenomenon can be quantified and
develops measures that satisfy a set of desirable normative properties. To address this
issue, this paper embraces the distributive approach adopted in the literature on
economic deprivation (Shorrocks, 1998).
Some recent proposals have been made to measure the well-being losses (gains) of a
group associated with its occupational sorting, which allows focusing the lens on the
1

Hutchens (2009) and Del Río and Alonso-Villar (2012) include the status of occupations cardinally to
quantify, respectively, overall segregation in a two-group context and the segregation of a group in a
multigroup context. Reardon (2009) offers ordinal overall measures in a multigroup context.
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consequences of segregation for that particular group (Del Río and Alonso-Villar, 2015;
Alonso-Villar and Del Río, 2015a). But the question that remains unanswered is how to
determine the welfare loss that the whole society experiences due to the segregation of
its members. Some groups may have advantages derived from their uneven distribution
across organizational units whereas other groups may face disadvantages. Thus, for
example, in the first decade of the 20th century, white and Asian men in the United
States had well-being gains associated with their occupational sorting while white
women and all minority women, except Asians, had well-being losses (Del Río and
Alonso-Villar, 2015).
To determine the welfare loss that a society derives from the segregation of the mutually
exclusive groups into which that society has been partitioned, we propose to sum up the
well-being losses of the groups in a way that is consistent with the value judgements
conducted in the literature on economic deprivation. In other words, the way we
aggregate these losses goes beyond the simple average value by proposing measures
that satisfy good normative properties. Our approach has sense because the well-being
losses that groups have associated with their segregation can be considered as
deprivation gaps, a perspective in line, inter alia, with the income gaps considered in
the field of poverty (Sen, 1976; Atkinson, 1987; Foster and Shorrocks, 1988; Jenkins
and Lambert, 1993), the employment gaps contemplated in the study of unemployment
(Paul, 1992; Sengupta, 2009; Shorrocks, 2009), and the wage gaps dealt with in the
field of wage discrimination (Jenkins, 1994; Del Río et al., 2011).
Apart from developing several measures, this paper applies these measures to explore
the welfare loss that the U.S. has derived over the last decades due to overall
occupational segregation by both gender and race/ethnicity. The U.S. is a
racially/ethnically diverse country, which makes it an especially interesting case of
study, and gender and race/ethnicity are two important traits that affect the integration
of workers in the labor market (Reskin and Bielby, 2005; Kurtulus 2012; Del Río and
Alonso-Villar, 2015; Gradín et al., 2015; Alonso-Villar and Del Río, 2016). Segregation
in this multigroup context implies accounting not only for disparities between women
and men of the same race/ethnicity but also for differences between women of a given
race/ethnicity and men of a different race/ethnicity and for differences within the same
gender group across races/ethnicities. By quantifying the losses that this society derives
from the occupational sorting of its gender-race/ethnicity groups, this paper moves
3
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beyond the mere measurement of unevenness to focus attention on the economic
consequences of that unevenness, which is where the main problem lies. Given that
segregation by gender and race/ethnicity is far from being a homogeneous phenomenon
across this country (Lorence, 1992; Gradín et al., 2015; Alonso-Villar and Del Río,
2015b), the analysis is undertaken not only at the national level but also by large
regions.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 develops the framework to measure the
social welfare loss that a society has associated with its segregation. After offering a
brief empirical background on occupational segregation in the U.S., Section 3 presents
the dataset used and offers the evolution of the welfare losses of this country due to
occupational segregation by both gender and race/ethnicity. Finally, Section 4 shows the
main conclusions.

2. Aggregating the Well‐Being Losses of Groups
The literature on segregation has barely tackled the assessment of segregation in terms
of well-being. As far as we know, Alonso-Villar and Del Río (2015a) present the only
proposal in this respect, although their paper focuses on the well-being of a group
associated with its segregation rather than the welfare of the whole society.2 The
question this paper poses is how to aggregate the well-being losses (gains) of the
mutually exclusive groups into which a society can be partitioned.
The first indicator one may think of is the average well-being of the groups involved.
Despite its simplicity, however, this indicator does not seem a sensible way of
aggregating the well-being losses (gains) of the groups. In particular, it would imply to
assume that the gains of advantaged groups necessarily offset losses of the same
magnitude suffered by disadvantaged groups, which might be judged as an inadequate
property by those who exhibit inequality aversion. For this reason, the question we raise
here is how to construct a measure that satisfies good normative properties. In doing so,
we adopt an approach that started in the 1990s when trying to evaluate distributions of
variables that embodies “bads” (deprivation, poverty, unemployment, discrimination,
etc.) rather than “goods,” see Shorrocks (1993, 1998), Spencer and Fisher (1992),

2

Del Río and Alonso-Villar (2015) also deal with the consequences of the segregation of a group but
assuming inequality neutrality rather than inequality aversion, the latter being the standard assumption
when one aims at approaching well-being.

4
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Jenkins and Lambert (1993), and Jenkins (1994), inter alia. This literature offers not
only indices with which to quantify each of these particular phenomena but also curves
that have associated a dominance criterion (apart from having the advantage of being
easy to interpret, which allows reaching broader audiences). We consider that the same
line of reasoning can also be applied in our context.
To measure the consequences of overall segregation in terms of social welfare, first, we
present the approach developed by Alonso-Villar and Del Río (2015a) to measure the
well-being loss/gain of a group associated with its segregation. Second, we build a
curve that accumulates the well-being losses of the groups, and we develop a dominance
criterion that allows ranking of different scenarios. In doing so, we make use of the
literature on deprivation (Shorrocks, 1998) and poverty (Jenkins and Lambert, 1993,
1998) and adapt them to our context. Then, we discuss the properties that underlie our
dominance criterion, which are the minimal set of value judgements necessary to
establish it. Finally, based on the well-known FGT poverty indices (Foster et al., 1984),
we propose a family of social welfare loss indices that are consistent with our
dominance criterion.
Although for the sake of simplicity, this paper will focus on occupational segregation,
the theoretical framework can also be used to assess the social welfare loss due to other
kinds of segregation (e.g., school and residential segregation) by using indicators of the
status of the organizational units under consideration.
2.1 Defining the Well-Being Loss/Gain of a Group
Let us denote by n the number of mutually exclusive groups into which the economy
has been partitioned. Vector t   t1 , t2 ,..., t J  represents the distribution of total
employment across J occupations, and g i   g1i , g 2i ,..., g Ji  is the distribution of group i
( i  1,..., n ) across these occupations. Vector w   w1 ,..., wJ  denotes the occupational
J

J

j 1

j 1

wage distribution. G i   g ij is the total number of workers of group i and T   t j is
n

the total number of workers in the economy (  g ij  t j j ).
i 1

Following Alonso-Villar and Del Río (2015a), the well-being loss/gain of group i
associated with its occupational segregation can be defined as the gap that exists
5
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between the well-being of the group associated with state ( g i ; t ; w) and the well-being it
Gi
would have in case of no segregation (i.e., if g  t j j or, equivalently, if the state
T
i
j

i
were ( G t ; t ; w) ). This idea, which is analogous to that of normative inequality measures,

T

is also behind recent indices of the United Nations Development Program (Foster et al.,
2005; Seth, 2009). Note, however, that in our case the egalitarian situation is that in
which the proportion of jobs in each occupation filled by group i is equal to the share of
the group in the economy (i.e.,

g ij
tj



G i ). Not all occupations have the same size and,
T

therefore, if group i represents, for example, 10% of total workers in the economy, the
egalitarian distribution will be that in which the group accounts for 10% of each
occupation’s employment. Therefore, the (per capita) well-being loss/gain of group i
associated with its occupational segregation, denoted by  ( g i ; t ; w) , takes this general
form:
 ( g i ; t ; w) 

1
Gi
i
[
SWF
(
g
;
t
;
w
)
SWF
(
t ; t ; w) ] ,
Gi
T

where SWF(.) denotes the social welfare function. Assuming some standard
assumptions on SWF(.),3 the above expression becomes the following family of indices:
1

 wj 

i
  1
  g j  t j   w 
  i

  ( g i ; t ; w)   j  G T  1  
  i
  g j  t j  ln w j

 Gi T 
w

 j 

 1
(1)

 =1

t
where w   j w j .4 Note that this family is parameterized by an inequality aversion
j T

parameter   0 (the higher the value of this parameter, the sharper the (social) utility
3

The SWF is assumed to be individualistic, strictly increasing, symmetric, and additive. Constant (and
positive) inequality aversion is also assumed.
4
If occupations’ wages, w j , are measured by their average wages, w will be equal to the average wage
of the economy.
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function behind the social welfare function and, therefore, the more attention the index
pays to differences among groups).5 If we instead assumed inequality neutrality, i.e., if

 g ij t j  w j
  0 , the above expression would become  0 ( g ; t; w)    i   , which is the
G T  w
j


i

 index proposed by Del Río and Alonso-Villar (2015) to measure the monetary, rather
than the well-being, loss/gain of the group.
g ij w j

 g ij t j  w j 
Gi
j
Note that   i  

G T  w
w
j



w

. Therefore,  0 (i.e.,  ) quantifies the

difference between the average wage that group i would obtain due to its occupational
sorting (disregarding wage differences within occupations) and the average wage of the
economy (i.e., the average wage that the group would have if it did not suffer
occupational segregation) divided by the latter. Consequently,  0 ( g i ; t ; w ) is a
“relative” measure of deprivation, deprivation that arises from the wage gap of the
group due to its occupational segregation.
Therefore, using either   ( g i ; t ; w ) with   0 or  0 ( g i ; t ; w ) (i.e., Γ), we can
calculate the losses/gains that group i ( i  1,..., n ) derives from its occupational sorting.
From now on, we will broadly refer to these losses/gains as the well-being losses/gains
that a group derives from its occupational segregation, although for   0 , the index
involves inequality neutrality rather than inequality aversion.
2.2 Building the Social Welfare Loss Curve Associated with Segregation

For simplicity, let us denote by x     ( g 1 ; t ; w),...,   ( g n ; t ; w)  the n-dimensional
vector displaying the well-being losses (if the values are negative) or gains (if the values
are positive) of the n groups into which society is being partitioned (i.e., our vector x is
the result of applying index   ( g i ; t ; w) to each of the n mutually exclusive demographic
groups i into which the whole society is being partitioned).

5

Loosely speaking, when assuming inequality aversion, we are assuming that the improvement of a group
who is in a better economic position than another does not increase the well-being index as much as it
would do an improvement of the same magnitude experienced by the group who is in a worse position.

7
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The question we pose now is how to aggregate the welfare losses of these groups to
calculate the loss of the whole society. Our problem is similar to that dealt with when
aggregating individuals’ deprivation because disadvantaged groups are deprived of
achieving the well-being level that an egalitarian distribution of the group across
occupations would imply (as explained in Section 2.1). For this reason, to build our
social welfare loss curve associated with segregation, we follow the approach
developed by Shorrocks (1998), who proposed a general framework in which to
construct deprivation profiles and deprivation indices that are consistent with the
ranking given by these profiles. These social welfare loss curves will allow offering a
simple representation of the consequences that occupational segregation generates in
society in terms of social welfare.
Let us now define d  (d1 ,..., di ,..., d n ) as the vector resulting from giving each group the
(absolute value of the) minimum between the well-being losses (gains) of the group and
zero. In other words, the i component of vector d , denoted by di, is equal to zero if
group i is a privileged one and is equal to the absolute value of its losses if it is a
disadvantaged one. Namely,
di  min  ( g i ; t; w),0 .

(2)

We assume that this vector is ordered so that the groups are ranked from high to low
losses (i.e., d1≥ d2≥ ... ≥ dn). Let us denote by G  (G1 ,..., G n ) the vector representing
n

i
the demographic size of the groups ( T   G ) and by p k 
i 1

G1  ...  G k
(0 ≤ pk ≤ 1)
T

the demographic share of the first k groups, where k  1,..., n .
Definition. We define the “social welfare

loss

curve associated with

segregation” (labeled for simplicity the WLAS curve and denoted by WdG ) at point
pk as the sum of the welfare losses of the first k groups, each group, i, weighted by
its population share (

Gi
T

). Namely:
k

Gi
di ,
i 1 T

WdG ( p k )  

(3)

where ε is the inequality aversion parameter used above to define the well-being losses
of groups (see expression (1)). At intermediate points ( p   0,1 with p  p k ) WdG ( p) is
8
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deterrmined by linear
l
interp
polation. Thherefore, th
he WLAS curve
c
accum
mulates the wellbeingg losses of the groups,, weighted bby their dem
mographic sizes, from
m higher to lower
l
lossees. Consequuently, this curve
c
is possitive, increaasing, and concave
c
(seee Figure 1).


Figure 1. T
The WLAS curve, WdG

Notee that the WLAS
W
curve is analogouus to the deeprivation profile
p
definned by Shorrrocks
(1998) but connsidering th
hat all indiividuals beelonging to
o a group share the same
depriivation, i.e., that of the group. In fact, if we defin
ne the T-diimension vector
v






d   d1 ,..., d1 ,..., d n ,..., d n   d1 ,..., ds ,..., dT


 
G1



 
Gn




resultin
ng from giv
ving each w
worker, s, a well-

beingg loss equall to the welll-being loss of the grou
up to which she/he beloongs, it is eaasy to
see thhat:
WdG ( p)  Wd ( p) for alll p   0,1 ,

wherre Wd ( p) 

1 S 
S
d s for p 
and 1  S  T .

T s 1
T

The iidea of the deprivation
n profile is aalso used in
n the field of
o poverty, ggiving rise to
t the
TIP ccurves (Jenkkins and Laambert, 199 3, 1997, and 1998), wh
here TIP staands for the three
I’s oof poverty: Incidence, Intensity, aand Inequallity.6 We keeep this term
rminology in our
case (see Figuree 1).

6

Simiilar curves havve been propo
osed in the fieeld of wage discrimination, where they arre labeled as inverse
i
generralized Lorenzz curves for distribution
d
off wage gaps (JJenkins, 1994
4) and discrim
mination curvees (Del
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To see the incidence of the problem, we have to look at the abscissa value, denoted by

h  k * / T , at which the curve becomes horizontal. This point stands for the population
share that belongs to disadvantaged groups (i.e., those having well-being losses). The
intensity of the problem is encapsulated by the maximum height of the curve, which
indicates the per capita cumulative well-being losses of the groups. Finally, the
curvature of the WLAS curve before point h embodies the inequality in well-being
losses that exists among the groups who experience those losses.
2.3 Social Welfare Losses Associated with Segregation: A Dominance
Criterion
Definition. We say that vector  d ; G  “dominates in social welfare loss associated with

segregation” vector  d '; G ' if d  d ' and the WLAS curve of the former lies at no
point above the latter and at some point below. Namely,  d ; G  dominates in social

( p)  Wd'G ' ( p) for all p   0,1 .
welfare losses  d '; G ' if d  d ' and WdG

Let us denote by D  R m ( m  2 ) the set of vectors d and by  * : D  R the class of
functions that are symmetric, replication-invariant, strictly monotonic, and equally
preferring.
Result. Let us denote by ( d ; G ) and  d '; G ' two different economies. Vector (d ; G )
“dominates in social welfare loss associated with segregation” vector

 

only if  (d )   d '

 d '; G ' if and

for all    * .

Proof: This result follows from Theorem 2 proposed by Shorrocks (1998) in the field of
individual deprivation. Note that in his theorem,  is expressed in terms of the
cumulative deprivation distribution function while in our case, for the sake of
simplicity, it is directly expressed as a function of deprivation. For this reason, we need
to make it explicit that  has to be symmetric and replication invariant (apart from
strictly monotonic and equally preferring).

□

Río et al., 2011), and also in the field of unemployment, where they are labeled duration profiles
(Shorrocks, 2009).

10
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To understand the implications of this result let us now discuss the properties that we
are imposing on any function    * .  is symmetric, which means that it does not
favor any individual and, therefore, any demographic group. The requirement that 
satisfies replication invariance implies that if we replicate the economy r times, the
value of  does not change, which allows comparisons of economies that have
different numbers of workers—using replications, we can convert two economies with
different population’ sizes into two economies of the same size. Since  is strictly
monotonic, the higher the magnitude of the well-being losses of a group, the higher the
social welfare losses. In addition,  is equally preferring, which implies that if a
disadvantaged group reduces its well-being losses while the losses of an equal size but
less disadvantaged group increase in the same magnitude, the value of  necessarily
decreases. In other words, the higher the inequality among groups’ losses, the higher the
social welfare loss.
Given that  is defined based on individuals’ deprivation (i.e., the well-being losses of
individuals), it satisfies the focus property, which is an axiom usually required in
poverty measurement. In our case, this property implies that the social welfare loss that
society derives from the occupational sorting of its groups is not affected by the wellbeing gains of privileged groups since these gains are transformed into zeros in vector d
and, therefore, in vector d . In other words, the excess of privileged groups can never
offset the shortfalls of deprived groups.
Symmetry, replication invariance, strict monotonicity, equally preferring property
(equivalent to the transfer axiom), and focus are standard properties assumed to measure
poverty since Sen (1976). Both poverty and the social welfare loss associated with
segregation are “bads,” which makes it possible to deal with them using a common
theoretical framework. In other words, the above properties seem reasonable to measure
the welfare losses that a society experiences due to the segregation of its groups. For the
same reason, we can label functions    * as social welfare losses indices (associated
with segregation).
Note that these properties are the minimum set of value judgments behind the
dominance criterion defined above. Consequently, this criterion is a powerful device to
use in empirical studies because when the WLAS curves do not cross, one can
implement a unanimous ranking of social welfare losses for a broad set of indices. Thus,
11
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if a WLAS curve never goes above another and is below the other at least at one point,
all indices    * would conclude that the social welfare loss in the first case is lower
than that in the second. This criterion has also the advantage of providing a clear picture
of the situation based on simple graphical representations, showing the share of the
population who belong to disadvantaged groups, the average well-being losses of
society, and the inequality that exists among the groups who experience those losses.
2.4 Indexes Consistent with this Dominance Criterion

The dominance criterion is a very useful tool when the WLAS curves do not cross.
However, if the curves cross or if one is interested in quantifying the differences
between two situations, the use of indices that measure the social welfare loss
associated with segregation becomes necessary.
A wide number of possible candidates could be used to measure our phenomenon
satisfying the above properties (symmetry, replication-invariance, strict monotonicity,
transfer axiom, and focus). In particular, those developed in the poverty literature
(Zheng, 1997) can be easily adapted to our context.7 Here we make use of the wellknown family of poverty indices proposed by Forster et al. (1984), usually referred to as
the FGT indices, which apart from satisfying the above five properties, are additively
decomposable, which may be convenient in empirical analyses. This property means
that the social welfare loss of society can be written as the weighted sum of the losses of
the supergroups into which society can be additionally grouped. This means, for
example, that the losses that a society derives from segregation by both gender and
race/ethnicity can be expressed as the weighted sum of the losses that each
race/ethnicity brings to society, with weights being equal to the demographic shares of
these groups. In this way, one can determine the extent to which each race/ethnicity
contributes to the social welfare loss.
Based on the deprivation approach proposed by Shorrocks (1998), we adapt the FGT
poverty indices to measure the social welfare loss that the whole society experiences
due to the occupational segregation of its groups as follows:

7

Examples of these indices are: the Sen-Shorrocks-Thon index, the Hagenaars index, the Watts index,
and the Clark-Hemming-Ulph-Chakraverty family of indices (see Foster et al., 2013).

12
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1 T
FGT (d )   (ds ) ,
T s 1

(4)

where   0 is an inequality aversion parameter. For   1 , FGT (d ) represents the
welfare loss of society when the losses of groups are aggregated consistently with the
value judgments behind the dominance criterion of the WLAS curves. This is in line
with what happens with the corresponding FGT indices in the field of poverty and
discrimination, where they are consistent with the dominance criteria given by the TIP
and discrimination curves, respectively (Jenkins and Lambert, 1997; Del Río et al.,
2011).
Note that if   0 , the index is actually the headcount ratio, which measures the

k*
incidence of the phenomenon, given that FGT0 (d ) 
was defined above as the share
T
of the population that belongs to groups that have well-being losses associated with
their occupational sorting. This index is not, however, consistent with our dominance
criterion because it does not satisfy either the transfer principle or strict monotonicity. If

  1 , FGT1 (d ) 

1 T 
 ds represents the mean well-being losses of society. This index
T s 1

is not consistent with the dominance criterion either, because the transfer principle does
not hold. Despite this, in our empirical illustration we will use these indices to show the
incidence and intensity of the phenomenon separately.

3. Measuring the Social Welfare Loss due to Segregation in the U.S.
Occupational segregation, especially segregation by gender, is still a quite pervasive
phenomenon in the U.S. (Blau et al, 2013; Del Río and Alonso-Villar, 2015). Women
and men tend to work in different occupations, the former being more intensively
concentrated in jobs with lower wages, authority, and chances of promotion (Reskin and
Bielby, 2005). Differences by race/ethnicity in the distribution of workers across
occupations are also well documented (King, 1992; Huffman, 2004; Kaufman, 2010;
Gradín, 2013). The literature also shows that segregation by gender does not affect all
racial/ethnic groups in the same way (Hegewisch et al., 2010; Mintz and Krymkowski,
2011). On the other hand, segregation by race/ethnicity does not affect women and men
equally (Spriggs and Williams, 1996; Reskin et al., 2004; Alonso-Villar et al., 2012).
Therefore, when exploring occupational segregation, the crossing of gender and
13
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race/ethnicity seems to be particularly relevant, although this is a topic that so far has
received little attention in the literature. Moreover, while overall or aggregate
segregation in this multiracial society is an issue that has recently started to be dealt
with by scholars to analyze residential segregation (Iceland, 2004; Hao and Fong,
2011), we know little about the overall segregation that arises from the occupational
sorting of gender-race/ethnicity groups in the U.S. (Watts, 1995; Del Río and AlonsoVillar, 2015; Gradín et al., 2015), given that most studies have been based on pair-wise
comparisons among groups (King, 1992; Hegewisch et al., 2010; Mintz and
Krymkowski, 2011).
In this section, we explore the occupational segregation in the U.S. from 1980 to 2012
in a multigroup context resulting from the crossing of gender and race/ethnicity (6
groups) to assess the consequences that the occupational sorting of the subsequent 12
groups has in terms of social welfare.
3.1 Data

Our dataset comes from the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) samples
covering the period 1980-2012 (Ruggles et al., 2010). These data are drawn from the
decennial censuses for the period 1980-2000 and the 5-year 2008-12 American
Community Survey (ACS).8 This dataset offers harmonized information assigning
uniform codes to variables, which makes long-term comparisons possible. Regarding
occupational breakdown, the Census Bureau has reorganized its occupational
classification system several times, but the IPUMS provides a consistent long-term
classification based on the 1990 classification, which accounts for 389 occupations.9
Regarding race and ethnicity, this paper considers 6 mutually exclusive groups of
workers composed of the 4 major single-race groups that do not have a Hispanic origin,
plus Hispanics of any race and others: Whites, African Americans or Blacks, Asians
(Chinese, Japanese, and other Asians or Pacific Islanders), Native Americans (American
Indians and Alaskan natives), Hispanics, and “other race” (those non-Hispanics
8

There is no information about occupations in the decennial censuses from 2000 onward; the ACS is the
nationwide survey, also provided by the Census Bureau, which replaced the decennial census long form
and that includes occupation. The 5-year sample that we use, which considers the two years before and
after 2010, accounts for 6.9 million workers. The number of workers in the sample for 1980 is about 5
million, roughly 5.8 million for 1990, and 6.4 million for 2000.
9
In any case, the harmonization process involved several adjustments which imply that the classification
has some empty employment occupations in several years. The real number of occupations in 1980, 1990,
2000, and 2008-12 are, respectively, 382, 384, 337, and 333. Fortunately, the majority of the empty
occupations have a low employment in the years in which they appear.
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g
/ethnic grouups of workeers.
The Socia
al Welfare Losses att the Natio
onal Level
3.2 T
Let uus start ouur analysis by showinng the situ
uation at th
he national level. Figu
ure 2
illusttrates the evvolution of the WLAS
S curves (wiith parameter   1 ) thrroughout th
he last
threee decades. The
T first fin
nding that eemerges is that the curve of 19800 crosses th
hat of
20088-12 and, thherefore, th
here is no ddominance between th
hem. This implies thaat the
sociaal welfare loss associated with occupationaal segregation increasses or decrreases
throuughout the period dep
pending on the index used. How
wever, the ccurve of 19
980 is
abovve those of 1990 and 2000.
2
Conssequently, the social welfare
w
losss associated
d with
occuupational seggregation decreased
d
beetween 1980 and 2000
0. In other w
words, theree was
an im
mprovementt in the inteegration of tthe gender-race/ethniciity groups iin this perio
od not
only according to these currves but alsso accordin
ng to a widee range of iindices (all those
consiistent with the dominance criteriion given by
b the curv
ves, in partiicular, the FGT
F a
indicces with   2 ).

Figure 2. The
T WLAS ccurves (   1 ) at the naational levell
When analyzingg each decad
de separatelly, we find that betweeen 1980 andd 1990, there was
a draamatic decreease in the intensity
i
off the problem
m (i.e., the average
a
welll-being lossses of
the ccountry dim
minished), ass shown by the maximu
um height of
o the corressponding WLAS
W
curvees. Howeveer, the incideence of the problem in
ncreased. Th
he point at w
which the WLAS
W
curvee becomes horizontall in 1980 indicates that
t
50% of
o workers in the co
ountry
10

Thee residual cattegory “other race” is diffeerent each yeaar. In particullar, multiple-rrace responses were
allowed since 20000.
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belonged to groups who had well-being losses due to their segregation, while this
percentage rose to 55% in 1990. In any case, the WLAS curve of 1990 clearly
dominates that of 1980. This improvement may be the result of the occupational
advancement of white, black, and Asian women throughout this period, since some
minority men actually worsened (Kurtulus, 2012; Del Río and Alonso-Villar, 2015).
The situation between 1990 and 2000 is not so clear, however, since the curves cross.
This means that some indices would suggest an improvement while others would
conclude that there was a worsening. When focusing just on the incidence of the
problem, we see almost no change between 1990 and 2000. The point at which the
WLAS curves of these years become horizontal is nearly the same. The intensity of the
problem was also similar between these two years given that the maximum height of the
corresponding WLAS curves barely changed. The differences between these two years
mainly arise from the differences among the most deprived groups. The curvature of the
WLAS curve of 2000 is larger than that of 1990, which suggests that differences in the
losses of the most disadvantaged groups were stronger in 2000 than in the previous
decade.
Another important finding is that the social welfare loss rose between 2000 and 200812, not only in terms of intensity but also in terms of disparities among the most
deprived groups (the incidence also increased, although only slightly). Consequently,
the WLAS curve of 2000 dominates that of 2008-12. And this happens not only when

  1 (as shown in Figure 2) but also when   0 and 2 .11 This suggests that integration
in the labor market by gender-race/ethnicity has deteriorated in the last decade. The
reason for this may be the large increase in the share of Hispanic women and men,12
two disadvantaged groups whose losses have been increasing steadily since the 1980s
(Alonso-Villar and Del Río, 2015). On the other hand, there has been a slight increase
in the share of both Asian men—whose well-being gains have been increasing since the
1990s—and Asian women, who apart from being the female group with the highest
position in the ranking, started to have gains associated with their occupational sorting
When using   2 , we also find that the WLAS curve of 1980 is dominated by those of 1990 and
2000, and crosses that of 2008-12 (the latter is dominated by that of 2000). The results for   0 are
similar, except that the WLAS curve of 1980 crosses that of 2000 (apart from crossing that of 2008-12).
In addition, we see that since 1990, each WLAS curve is dominated by that of the previous decade, which
means that there is an undisputed deterioration between 1990 and 2008-12, decade by decade. These
charts are not included in the document.
12
See Table A1 in the Appendix.
11
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in the 2000s, at least for some values of  (Del Río and Alonso-Villar, 2015; AlonsoVillar and Del Río, 2015). It seems, however, that the occupational advancement of
Asian men and women, who are the groups with the highest educational achievements
of the country,13 has not compensated the dramatic rise in the well-being losses of the
other groups with a clear immigration profile, Hispanic women and men.
Figure 3 shows the FGTa indices given in expression (4). Consistent with the WLAS
curves shown above, the FGT0 index (i.e., the headcount ratio) increased throughout the
whole period. The rise in this incidence is more evident in 2000 when measuring the
losses of the groups in terms of well-being (   ( g i ; t ; w ) ,   1 and 2 ) than when doing
it in monetary terms (    0 ). On the contrary, the evolution of the average losses of
the economy associated with the segregation of its groups has a U-shape (see FGT1).
This shape is even more intense when taking into account not only incidence and
intensity but also differences among the most deprived groups (see FGT2). We may,
therefore, conclude that when taking the three dimensions all together, the U.S.
experienced an improvement in the integration of its gender-race/ethnicity groups in the
labor market up until sometime in the 1990s but has drawn back since then. The FGT2
index in 2008-12 is similar to that in 1980: the values slightly increase throughout the
period with   2 (0.84 and 0.86 in 1980 and 2008-12, respectively) and decrease a
little with   1 (0.67 and 0.65).

13

Although there are important differences in levels of education among Asian subgroups (Wang, 2004),
the proportion of Asians, as a whole, holding a bachelor’s degree is significantly higher than that of nonAsians (Allard, 2011), surpassing even that of Whites.
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Figurre 3. The social welfaare losses duue to segregation, FGTa (   0, 1, and 2 ), at
a the
natioonal level
If w
we use the decomposittion of FG
GT indices to quantify
y the contrribution of each
race//ethnicity grroup to thee social wellfare losses of the cou
untry, we caan determin
ne the
extennt to which the occupaational sortiing of Hispanic workerrs contributted to thesee total
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losses. Using FGT2 (with   1 ), in 1980, Hispanic women and men accounted for
almost 12% of the total welfare losses of the economy. Taking into account that they
represented 5.6% of employees, their contribution to the losses more than doubled their
demographic size. Some years later, in 2000 and 2008-12, their contribution to the
welfare losses reached 56% and 76%, which represented 5 times their demographic
weight (these weights were 10% and 15%, respectively).
Let us compare now the evolution of these FGTa indices with the evolution of overall
segregation using several multigroup segregation measures that have been proposed in
the literature.14 Figure 4 shows the values of three overall segregation indices: the Ip
index proposed by Silber (1992), the mutual information index, M, developed by
Frankel and Volij (2011), and the Gini index defined in Alonso-Villar and Del Río
(2010), which is an unbounded version of that proposed by Reardon and Firebaugh
(2002). An important finding of our analysis is that while nothing seems to have
changed in terms of levels of segregation by gender-race/ethnicity in the U.S. since
2000 (the Ip, M, and Gini indices barely change, as shown in Figure 4 and Table A2 in
the Appendix), Figure 3 suggests a stronger lack of integration of these groups in the
labor market. According to the FGT2 indices this deterioration started in the 1990s
(Figure 3 and Table A2 in the Appendix), while the level of overall segregation has
remained stagnant in the last two decades. In other words, the measurement of overall
segregation may not capture the real problem behind the occupational sorting of groups,
and even suggests that there has been almost no change in the situation of groups. It is
important to keep in mind that even when there are no changes in the occupational
sorting of groups, that does not necessarily imply stagnation in the situation of those
groups. There may have been alterations in occupational wages—some occupations
may have increased/decreased their relative position as compared to others—and,
therefore, there may be variations in the social welfare losses associated with
segregation.

14

We use multigroup segregation measures because we have 12 gender-race/ethnicity groups.
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Figure 4. Overall seg
gregation inndices (Ip, M,
M and Gini)) at the natioonal level
3.3 T
The Socia
al Welfare Losses by
y Large Re
egions
So ffar, we havve shown the
t evolutioon of the social welffare losses associated with
occuupational seggregation by
b gender-raace/ethnicity at the nattional levell. In this section,
we taake a step further
fu
by ex
xploring whhether the ph
henomenon
n is homogeeneous across the
counntry or theree are important discrepaancies acrosss regions. We
W distinguuish the 4 census
regioons: Northeaast, Midwesst, South, annd West.
Figurre 5 shows the evolutiion of the F
FGT2 index,, which as mentioned
m
above, meaasures
the ssocial welfaare loss takiing into acccount not only
o
the inccidence andd intensity of
o the
phennomenon buut also the disparities
d
tthat exist in
n the losses of the mosst disadvan
ntaged
groupps.

Figurre 5. FGT2 indices
i
by region
r
(   1 and 2 )
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The evolutions of the 4 reg
gions show a U-shape, but important differennces exist am
mong
them
m. The losses in the Weest not only have been increasing since
s
1990 (in other reegions
the pprocess startted later), bu
ut they havee been much
h higher thaan those of tthe other reegions
(bothh for   1 aand 2 ).15 This region hhas significcantly increaased its shaares of Hisp
panics
and Asians (seee Table A1
1 in the Apppendix). Itt seems thaat in the W
West, as wass also
menttioned at thhe national level, the ooccupationaal advancess of Asians do not seeem to
have offset the worsening
w
of
o Hispanic s, perhaps due
d to the laarge increasse in the shaare of
who tend to have lowerr educationaal levels thaan the
foreign-born poppulation of the latter, w
U.S. born (Stepller and Brow
wn, 2015).

d FGT1 by reegion (   1 and 2 )
Figurre 6. Indices FGT0 and

As F
Figure 6 (annd Table A3 in the Apppendix) show
ws, the prob
blem of thee West in th
he last
decadde has not been
b
due to
o a rise in thhe incidencee of the pheenomenon ((embodied in
i the
FGT
T0 index). Inn fact, the percentage
p
of workerss belonging to groups with well-being
lossees due to their segregattion decreassed (for   1 , these raatios were 559% in 2000 and
32% in 2008-122). This is a consequeence of whiite women starting to have well-being
gainss, rather thaan losses, throughout
t
this decadee (the samee happens tto Asian women
15

Thee chart for   0 is quite sim
milar to that off   1 .
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whenn   1 ). It was
w the inteensity of thee phenomen
non (shown
n by FGT1) tthat did inccrease
in thhe last decaade. Actuallly, the averrage welfarre losses off disadvantaaged groups had
beenn rising sincce the 1990
0s. Moreovver, the WL
LAS curve of 2000 doominates th
hat of
20088-12, and thhat of 1990
0 dominatess that of 20
000 (see Figure A4 inn the Appen
ndix),
whicch suggests that the problem
p
in the West is more severe now tthan it wass two
decaddes ago acccording to a wide rangee of indices. As a conseequence of all this, in 20082
12 thhe WLAS of
o the West is dominateed by the cu
urves of thee remainingg regions (F
Figure
7).

F
Figure
7. Th
he WLAS ccurves by reegion in 200
08-12 (   1 )
Accoording to thhe FGT2 ind
dex, the low
west social welfare lossses in 20088-12 were in
i the
Midw
west, whichh was the region with the largestt losses at the
t beginninng of the period
p
(Figuure 5). Onee should keeep in mindd, howeverr, that this region hass had the lo
owest
race//ethnicity diiversity of the
t countryy for the wh
hole period. The fact tthat the Mid
dwest
imprroved its poosition in th
he ranking sseems to bee the conseq
quence of rreductions in
i the
intennsity (FGT1) of the problem, at leaast partially
y. The incideence of the problem (F
FGT0)
in thhis region sllightly increeased throuughout the period,
p
altho
ough had trraditionally been
loweer than that of the otheer regions (F
Figure 6).166 Moreover,, Figure 7 ssuggests thaat, for

  1 , in 2008-112, the Middwest had thhe lowest welfare
w
lossees of the coountry for a wide
rangee of indicess (those con
nsistent withh the domin
nance criteriion of the W
WLAS curv
ves).17

16

Thee WLAS curvees of each reg
gion along the period are giv
ven in Tables A1-A4 in thee Appendix.
Thiis result holds also for   0 . However, w
when the ineq
quality aversio
on parameter iis higher,   2 , the
WLA
AS curve of thee Midwest cro
osses that of thhe Northeast.
17
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The differences between th
his region aand the Norrtheast seem
m to be maiinly the result of
discrrepancies am
mong deprived groupss, which aree more inten
nse in the llatter region
n (the
WLA
AS curve off the Northeeast has morre curvaturee).
For ccomparativee purposes,, Figure 8 sshows the WLAS
W
of the
t regionss in 1980, which
w
reveaals that at the
t beginning of our pperiod of analysis
a
therre was no cclear domin
nance
amonng the curvees. The Mid
dwest standd out due to the high in
ntensity of tthe phenom
menon,
someething that we had alrready mentiioned abov
ve, while the curves off the other three
regioons do not differ
d
too mu
uch from eaach other.

Figure 8. The
T WLAS curves by region
r
in 19
980 (   1 )
The analysis undertaken
u
so far sugggests that the relativee positionss of the reegions
regarrding their social welffare losses due to segregation maay arise froom demogrraphic
differences amoong them. In fact, Figgure 9 reveals that iff all regionns had the same
demoographic coomposition (i.e.,
(
if the sshare of eacch gender-raace/ethnicityy group werre the
samee everywherre and equaal to that off the wholee country) while
w
the diistribution of
o the
groupps across occupations
o
in each reegion and the
t correspo
onding occcupational wages
w
weree kept unalteered, the Midwest wouuld lose its “good”
“
posiition in the rranking in 20082
12 annd the Wesst its “bad” position. M
Moreover, as
a shown by
y the countterfactual WLAS
W
curvees, the welffare losses in
i the Southh would be lower than
n those of thhe Northeasst and
Midw
west, whilee the lossess in the W
West would seem to be
b lower thhan those in the
Northheast for a wide rangee of indicess (all those indices con
nsistent withh the domin
nance
criterrion given by
b the WLA
AS curves).
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9 The countterfactual W
WLAS curvees by region
n in 2008-122 (   1 )
Figure 9.

4. C
Conclusio
ons
This paper has developed measures w
with which to quantify
y a phenom
menon that up to
now has not beeen quantified: What iss the welfare loss thatt a society eexperiencess as a
conseequence of the segregaation of the various dem
mographic groups
g
that eencompass it?
Withh the tools existing so
o far, one ccould certaiinly measurre the aggrregate or ov
verall
segreegation thatt arises from
m the occuppational sorrting of the mutually eexclusive groups
into which sociiety has been partitionned. Howev
ver, an imp
portant quesstion would
d still
remaain answereed: What ab
bout the im
mplications of that seg
gregation inn terms of wellbeingg? The seegregation of groups into different occup
pations wouuld not bee too
probllematic, at least in eco
onomic term
ms, if those occupation
ns were equually “good,,” but
the eevidence shhows that th
his is not tthe case. So
ome occupations havee higher av
verage
wagees, better working
w
con
nditions, andd more sociial prestige than otherrs do. This paper
has bbuilt a fram
mework in which
w
this soocial welfarre loss asso
ociated withh segregation can
be ddetermined. In doing so, we haave linked our problem with thhe literaturre on
depriivation (Shhorrocks, 1998)
1
and have offeered measu
ures with ggood norm
mative
propeerties. This approach is
i analogouss to that folllowed in th
he measurem
ment of pov
verty,
and aalso in som
me kinds of unemploym
u
ment and disscrimination
n measurem
ment (Jenkin
ns and
Lambbert, 1997; Shorrocks, 2009; Jenkkins, 1994).
In pparticular, we have developed “social welfare
w
loss curves associated with
segreegation” (W
WLAS curvees) and a ddominance criterion
c
associated wiith these cu
urves.
This has the addvantage off showing th
the problem
m under anaalysis by m
means of an
n easy
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graphical representation. We have also offered indices (consistent with this dominance
criterion) resulting from adapting the well-known FGT family of indices to our context.
The original FGT poverty indices (Foster et al., 1984) have given rise to a broad
literature and have been adapted to different fields. As discussed by the same authors a
quarter of century after their seminar paper (Foster et al., 2010), there exist applications
in domains as diverse as education, child malnutrition, affordability of public housing,
productivity in academia, overweight population, aggregate corruption, etc. Our paper
joins this literature by adjusting these indices to measure the social welfare loss of
society due to occupational segregation.
To show the usefulness of our measures, we have explored occupational segregation in
the U.S. by gender-race/ethnicity. Our analysis shows that our measures reveal certain
aspects of the phenomenon that do not emerge when using overall segregation
measures. Thus, for example, while nothing seems to have changed in U.S. society in
the last decade, according to some well-known overall segregation measures, the social
welfare loss due to segregation has actually increased.
We have also analyzed whether the social welfare losses are the same all over the
country or there are discrepancies among large regions. We found that the phenomenon
is indeed not homogeneous. The losses are much larger in some regions than they are in
others. Demographic composition seems to explain a large part of such regional
discrepancies. However, our analysis suggests that, when homogenizing by the size of
gender-race/ethnicity groups, the problem is more severe in the Northeast than in the
South and the West, the intensity and incidence being similar in these two latter regions,
although the West exhibits more heterogeneity in the losses of the most deprived
groups. In addition, the situation in the Midwest also appears to be more serious than in
the South.
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pendix

Figure A1. The WLA
AS curves (   1 ) in thee Northeast

Figure A2
2. The WLA
AS curves (   1 ) in thee Midwest
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Figure A3.
A The WL
LAS curves (   1 ) in the South

Figure A4.
A The WL
LAS curvess (   1 ) in the
t West
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Table A1. Demographic weights of gender-race/ethnicity groups
1980
Gender‐race/ethnicity groups
White men

1990

2000

2008‐12

U.S.

North
east

Mid
west

South

West

U.S.

North
east

Mid
west

South

West

U.S.

North
east

Mid
west

South

West

U.S.

North
east

Mid
west

South

West

48.3

49.8

52.5

46.0

45.0

43.5

44.7

48.5

42.0

39.2

39.8

41.2

45.3

38.2

34.9

35.5

37.3

42.5

33.4

30.3

African American men

4.9

3.9

3.5

8.1

2.5

4.7

4.1

3.3

7.6

2.3

4.6

3.9

3.4

7.4

2.0

4.8

4.2

3.4

7.7

2.0

Asian Men

0.9

0.7

0.4

0.3

2.7

1.5

1.4

0.7

0.7

3.9

2.0

2.2

1.0

1.1

4.3

2.7

3.1

1.4

1.7

5.3

Native American men

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.0

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

Hispanic men

3.4

2.4

1.1

3.3

7.6

4.6

3.4

1.5

4.2

10

6.0

4.2

2.4

6.0

11.5

8.5

6.2

3.6

8.9

14.6

Men from other races

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.9

0.9

0.6

0.7

1.4

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.7

1.2

White women

34.3

36.6

37.6

31.7

31.7

35.4

37.7

40.3

33.3

31.1

34.0

36.5

39.9

31.7

29.2

31.7

34.6

39.2

29.1

26.1

African American women

4.7

4.0

3.5

7.6

2.1

5.1

4.7

3.8

8.1

2.1

5.3

4.8

4.1

8.6

2.0

5.8

5.2

4.4

9.4

2.0

Asian women

0.8

0.5

0.3

0.3

2.4

1.3

1.1

0.5

0.6

3.5

1.8

1.8

0.8

1.0

4.0

2.5

2.7

1.2

1.5

5.2

Native American women

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.5

Hispanic women

2.2

1.7

0.7

2.1

4.8

3.1

2.5

1.0

2.9

6.5

4.2

3.5

1.6

4.1

8.1

6.4

5.1

2.5

6.3

11.0

Women from other races

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.7

0.8

0.5

0.6

1.2

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.7

1.2
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Table A2. Overall segregation indices (x 100) and social welfare losses indices (x 100)
Social Welfare Losses Indices

Overall Segregation Indices
FGT0
1980
1990
2000
2008‐12

FGT1

FGT2

Ip

M

Gini

Ye=0

Ye=1

Ye=2

Ye=0

Ye=1

Ye=2

Ye=0

Ye=1

Ye=2

29.60
27.76
27.92
28.06

28.40
25.17
24.70
25.34

39.36
37.63
37.62
38.04

50.45
54.96
56.48
58.52

50.45
54.96
58.24
58.52

50.45
54.96
58.24
58.52

5.22
4.22
4.44
4.73

5.33
4.21
4.13
4.43

5.86
4.72
4.49
4.92

0.62
0.39
0.47
0.67

0.67
0.40
0.43
0.65

0.84
0.52
0.53
0.86
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Table A3. Overall segregation indices (x 100) and social welfare losses indices (x 100) by regions
Social Welfare Losses Indices

Overall Segregation Indices

FGT0

FGT1

FGT2

Ip

M

Gini

Ye=0

Ye=1

Ye=2

Ye=0

Ye=1

Ye=2

Ye=0

Ye=1

Ye=2

29.35
27.15
27.45
27.72

28.24
24.75
24.62
25.33

39.03
37.05
37.31
37.85

49.44
53.84
54.81
56.91

49.36
53.84
56.59
56.91

49.36
53.84
56.59
56.91

5.32
3.96
4.25
4.52

5.38
3.97
3.95
4.25

5.84
4.41
4.33
4.73

0.62
0.34
0.45
0.66

0.65
0.34
0.41
0.66

0.79
0.43
0.50
0.88

29.38
27.53
27.47
27.72

28.03
24.75
24.16
24.62

38.84
37.10
37.02
37.38

42.27
50.89
52.32
54.76

42.27
50.89
52.32
54.76

42.27
50.67
53.15
54.76

5.64
4.51
4.39
4.25

5.96
4.67
4.26
4.17

6.75
5.39
4.78
4.86

0.76
0.43
0.39
0.44

0.84
0.46
0.38
0.44

1.08
0.63
0.48
0.59

31.32

31.30

41.41

53.34

50.04

50.04

5.14

5.21

5.70

0.61

0.65

0.83

29.38

27.37

39.30

57.32

57.32

56.99

4.36

4.28

4.77

0.44

0.45

0.59

28.97

26.27

38.89

59.70

60.66

60.66

4.49

4.07

4.37

0.48

0.43

0.52

28.99

27.00

39.30

62.69

62.69

62.43

4.91

4.53

5.01

0.66

0.64

0.85

29.62
28.60
28.92
29.10

28.66
26.45
26.28
26.79

39.64
38.55
38.78
39.18

51.54
56.88
59.31
31.84

51.54
56.88
59.31
31.84

51.54
56.88
59.31
37.01

5.20
4.43
5.04
5.62

5.21
4.32
4.67
5.52

5.62
4.71
5.00
6.29

0.61
0.51
0.75
1.09

0.64
0.52
0.72
1.08

0.77
0.66
0.91
1.45

Northeast
1980
1990
2000
2008‐12

Midwest
1980
1990
2000
2008‐12

South
1980
1990
2000
2008‐12

West
1980
1990
2000
2008‐12
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